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Abstract 
In this research study, it was aimed to examine failures and inabilities of eleventh grade students about quadratic 
equations and functions. For this purpose, these students were asked ten open-ended questions. The analysis of the 
answers given by the students to these questions indicated that a significant part of these students had failures and 
inabilities about quadratic equations and functions. The students were often unable to decide what to do in relation to 
the mathematical operations and made some arithmetical mistakes. 
Keywords: Quadratic equations and functions, quadratic function graphs, graph drawing, learning difficulty, high 
school student 
1. Introduction 
1.1 Introduce the Problem 
Algebra is one of the main branches of mathematics education and important in every area of life. With the abstract 
thinking structure it provides, in many respects, it undertakes a common bridge and language function conceptually and 
theoretically among the sub-areas of mathematics and elements of other disciplines (Erbaş, Çetinkaya & Ersoy, 2009). 
For this reason, students' inability to learn algebra may cause them not to be able to understand various advanced level 
mathematical subjects and, hence, be successful in their high school and university education lives (Williams, 1997). 
Because of that, the subjects of function and equation have an important place in the learning area of algebra. However, 
students have difficulty discriminating between the concepts of function and equation because there is a strong 
relationship between these concepts (Baki, Mandacı-Şahin & Türkdoğan, 2010). 
1.2 Explore Importance of the Problem 
Quadratic equations and functions are a special case of the functions taught at secondary education level and the tenth 
grade subjects in the renewed mathematics course teaching programs. At the same time, they are one of the subjects 
included in university entrance examinations and undergraduate educations in Turkey (Kutluca & Baki, 2013a). 
However, the concept of function was mostly explained in history via graph studies and associated with graphs. For this 
reason, the concept of function seeming to be related with algebraic demonstration is actually very much related with 
graphs. For functions are pictured with graphs and can be perceived and interpreted visually (Bloch, 2000; Nadia, 2004; 
cited in Yavuz & Kepceoğlu, 2010).  
Algebraic matching and transformations included in the scope of functions can be made easier-to-understand for 
students through graphs. At the same time, graph drawings, that is graphical demonstration of a quadratic function on 
mathematical axes or writing a quadratic equation whose graph is given both develop students' reasoning power and 
increase their mathematical interpretation skills. However, most of the time, students have difficulty making sense of 
graphs and seeing the graph as a tool expressing the relationship between two variables. Instead of this, they perceive 
the graph as a geometrical tool or a label (line, parabola etc.) (Yavuz & Kepceoğlu, 2010). In other words, it was found 
that the students had difficulty understanding this subject (Bayazıt, 2011). Although it was mentioned among the 
difficult subjects in various studies made in our country (Durmuş, 2004; Gürbüz, Toprak, Yapıcı & Doğan, 2011; 
Kutluca & Baki, 2009; Tatar, Okur & Tuna, 2008), there is a limited number of studies made on quadratic equation, 
function and graphs at secondary education level (Kutluca & Baki, 2013a and 2013b; Kutluca & Zengin, 2011; Öner, 
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Yıldırım & Bars, 2014; Tekin, Konyalıoğlu & Işık, 2009). Moreover, few of these studies (Tekin, Konyalıoğlu & Işık, 
2009) give an idea about the learning levels, difficulties and mistakes of students taking education at different levels of 
secondary education about quadratic equations and functions and graphs.  
1.3 Related Literature 
Moreover, in the renewed secondary education mathematics course programs in Turkey, equations and functions were 
given place in detail within the scope of algebra. There are many studies made on the subjects of equation and function. 
Some of these studies investigated into quadratic equations and functions and graphs (Baki, Mandacı-Şahin & 
Türkdoğan, 2010; Bayazıt, 2011; Dede, Bayazıt & Soybaş, 2010; Kutluca & Baki, 2013a and 2013b; Kutluca & Zengin, 
2011; Öner, Yıldırım & Bars, 2014; Tekin, Konyalıoğlu & Işık, 2009). Other studies (Kutluca & Baki, 2013a and 2013b; 
Kutluca & Zengin, 2011; Öner, Yıldırım & Bars, 2014) examined the teaching and learning of quadratic equations and 
functions and graphs. Other studies (Baki, Mandacı-Şahin & Türkdoğan, 2010; Bayazıt, 2011; Dede, Bayazıt & Soybaş, 
2010; Tekin, Konyalıoğlu & Işık, 2009) investigated into incapabilities and mistakes of students from different class 
levels about quadratic equations and functions and graphs. 
Baki, Mandacı-Şahin and Türkdoğan (2010) asked to the students to find the peak point of the quadratic function f(x)= -
2x2-12x-14 and draw its graph. As a result, it was observed that some of the students were not aware of the integrity of 
the function in the form of y=f(x) and wrote equation instead of function in the solution. Moreover, many students had 
difficulty making sense of the peak point and could not make any reasoning to determine the peak point. Bayazıt (2011) 
aimed to examine the knowledge levels of students about graphs. The students were asked to draw the graph of the f(2x) 
function by benefiting from the given graph of the f(x)=x2-4 quadratic function and interpret what shape the f(2x) graph 
will take by benefiting from f(x). As a result of the study, it was reported that the great majority of the participant 
science education and classroom teaching students (75%) could not solve the question and also an important part of 
them solved the question incorrectly. Tekin, Konyalıoğlu and Işık (2009) reported that more than half of the science 
high school students could draw the quadratic function graph correctly, but the majority of the students from the other 
high schools had difficulty drawing the parabola graphs and some of the students drew the parabolic function graphs 
similar to the linear function graph. 
1.4 Statements of Hypotheses and Their Correspondence to Research Design 
This study was carried out with the aim of determining high school students' incapabilities and misconceptions about 
the subjects of quadratic equation, function and graphs. With this aim, we raised the following research problems: 
1. What incapabilities and misconceptions do eleventh grade students have in relation to the solution of quadratic 
equations? 
2. What incapabilities and misconceptions do eleventh grade students have in relation to the solution of quadratic 
functions? 
3. What incapabilities and misconceptions do eleventh grade students have in relation to quadratic function graphs? 
2. Method 
2.1. Research Model 
This study is a qualitative study and a special case study in descriptive type which aimed to determine students' 
incapabilities and misconceptions about the subjects of quadratic equation, function and graphs. In a case study, a 
situation is investigated in detail by focusing on individuals or groups (Yıldırım & Şimşek, 2005: 77). It is aimed to 
examine and put forward the results of a certain situation with a holistic approach (Ekiz, 2003). 
2.2 Participants 
This study was carried out with 182 volunteer students taking education in the eleventh grade of two different high 
schools selected from among the high schools in the province of Konya by using the random sampling method, one of 
the probability-based sampling methods, in the study during the fall semester of the 2014-2015 educational year. In the 
random sampling method, samples are selected via using completely random method (Yıldırım & Şimşek, 2005: 104). 
The participant students were determined completely randomly. 
2.3. Instruments 
In this study, first of all, an achievement test composed of a total of 10 open-ended questions was prepared by 
considering a total of 12 different acquisitions related to quadratic equation, function and graphs included in the 
mathematics course program. 
The first question included in this test prepared via benefiting from many resources and course books was prepared with 
the aim of revealing if the students could write solution sets for the equation in different sets. The second question 
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aimed to reveal that the root of the equation was at the same time a solution of the equation; the third question aimed to 
reveal the students' skills of factorization of quadratic equations by using two square difference or full squares. The 
fourth and the fifth questions covered solutions of quadratic equations by rounding them up to full square statements or 
separating them into factors; the sixth question covered the acquisitions of determination of the existence of real roots 
according to discriminant. In the seventh question, the sum and product of roots and the relationship between the 
coefficients of the equation were examined. While the first seven questions were related to quadratic equations, the 
remaining three questions were related to the quadratic function and its graphs. In the eighth question aimed to have the 
students draw the graph of a given function. In the ninth question, it was aimed to measure if the students could write 
the function of the parabol with points cutting the axes. The tenth question was prepared with the aim of understanding 
if the students could write the function with its graph given. 
After that, the questions in this prepared test were checked by a total of nine different secondary education mathematics 
teachers for level, coverage, content and language and rearranged in the direction of the opinions of these teachers. 
Finally, the research questions prepared about the quadratic equation, function and graphs, then checked by different 
secondary education mathematics teachers and finally included within the scope of the study were applied to a group of 
30 high school eleventh grade students during the fall semester of the 2014-2015 educational year before the last 
revision. Within the scope of this pilot study, classifications were made for the students' answers and the obtained data 
were gathered under these determined classifications. Hence, a preliminary draft evaluation form was prepared in order 
to use in the evaluations to be made. Hence, it was examined if the problems included in the test were understood and 
solved by the eleventh grade students.  
2.4. Data Collection and Analysis 
In this study, first of all, the research questions prepared about the quadratic equation, function and graphs were 
administered to a total of 30 eleventh grade students during the fall semester of the 2014-2015 educational year and the 
answers given by the students to these questions were analyzed via using descriptive analysis. Within the scope of this 
applied pilot study, themes were determined for the student answers and these obtained pieces of data were gathered 
under these determined themes. Hence, a preliminary draft evaluation form was prepared with the aim of using in the 
evaluation of the practices to be done. 
Then, the research questions prepared about the quadratic equation, function and graphs and included within the scope 
of the study were addressed in written to the participant high school students in the company of their math teachers 
during the fall semester of the 2014-2015 educational year. It took these students about 50 minutes to answer these 
problems included in the probability test. It was assumed that these participant eleventh grade students made use of their 
real knowledge and skills in the solution of the research problems. 
The answers given by the participant students to the questions addressed to them were analyzed via using descriptive 
analysis. Within the scope of the study, the pieces of data obtained from the answers given by the students to the 
problems addressed to them were analyzed by performing the stages of constructing a framework, processing pieces of 
data according to a thematic framework, definition of findings and interpretation of them. In the stage of constructing a 
framework, determination of the students' incapabilities and misconceptions in the solution of the research questions 
constructed the most general framework for data analysis. In the stage of processing data according to a thematic 
framework, the pieces of data were arranged and presented under different themes according to this determined 
framework. In this stage, no answer, wrong answer, incomplete answer and correct answer formed four different themes 
of the study. Moreover, in the stage of definition and interpretation of findings, the obtained pieces of data were read 
and arranged according to the determined themes. In this part, three researchers read and evaluated the pieces of data 
independently from one another. In these evaluations, as a result of the discussions made in the cases when the pieces of 
research data were placed under the classifications determined in the pilot study, the question of which answer was to be 
placed under which theme was discussed and rearrangements were made according to the obtained result. Then, the 
arranged pieces of data were described and the obtained findings were interpreted over these themes. Next, these 
obtained pieces of data were subjected to certain processes and expressed in numbers. For these pieces of data, the 
frequency and percentage values were calculated. 
2.4. Validity and Reliability of the Study 
The validity and reliability of this qualitative study were achieved via taking the strategies of plausibility and 
transferability into consideration (Yıldırım & Şimşek, 2005: 264-272). Additionally, in the writing of the report in 
relation to the research findings, attention was paid to their bearing the features of plausibility, appropriateness for 
individuals' experiences, rationality, importance and legibility. 
 




In this section, the achievement statuses of the students in relation to the questions aiming to measure the skills arranged 
in order in the teaching program about the quadratic equations prepared in accordance with the purpose of the study 
were analyzed for each question. Separate themes were prepared for each correct, incomplete and wrong answer and the 
findings were supported with direct quotations. Below is given the grouping of the students' answers for each question 
as correct, wrong, incomplete and empty answer. 
With the first question of "Find the solution sets for the x2-5=0 equation in the set of whole numbers and in the set of 
real numbers separately.", it was aimed to find out if the students could find the solution sets of the quadratic equations 
on different sets. Below is given the solution table (Table 1) in relation to the first question.  
Table 1. Frequency and percentage values related to the answers given by the students to the first question 
Answer Themes f % 
Correct Calculating the square root by leaving the unknown alone  7    3.8 
Finding the solution set of the discriminant and the equation  4    2.2 
Finding the solution set of the equation by factorization  2    1.1 
                                                                                                                                    Total 13    7.1 
Incomplete Finding a solution set only in the real numbers 21  11.6 
Finding the solution set with a single element in the real numbers 14    7.6 
Finding the solution set in the whole numbers,  
finding the solution set in the real numbers incorrectly 
 8    4.4 
Finding the roots with the discriminant, not examining the solution set  3    1.7 
Finding the solution set in the real numbers,  
finding the solution set in the whole numbers incorrectly 
 2    1.1 
Writing the statement with positive square-root in the solution set in the whole numbers  1    0.5 
                                                                                                                                   Total 49 26.9 
Incorrect Finding the roots incorrectly 23 12.6 
Finding the discriminant incorrectly  3  1.7 
                                                                                                                                   Total 26 14.3 
Empty  94 51.7 
It was observed that only 7.1% of the students gave the desired solution to the question. However, an important part of 
the students (26.9%) gave incomplete answers to this question. The most frequently encountered case in the answers 
accepted as incomplete was that the students found the roots of the equation but could not write the solution sets. The 
reason why they could not write the solution sets although they obtained the roots of the equation by performing 
necessary procedures might have been their not knowing to which set the solution sets they had found belonged to. 
Moreover, the fact that although they found the roots as a result of the solution, the solution set over the whole numbers 
was an empty set might have posed difficulty for the students. Another most frequently encountered incomplete answer 
was that the students expressed the solution set in the real numbers incompletely. While finding the positive real root of 
the equation, most of the students took its negative real root. It is considered that the reason for this might have been the 
students' having insufficient knowledge and misconceptions about root numbers. 14.3% of the students accepted to have 
given incorrect answers were aware that they had to find the roots of the equation for the solution set but since they 
could not make the factorization or calculate the discriminant, they could not reach the solution. Moreover, this can be 
explained by the students' having insufficient foreknowledge about basic factorization. 
Table 2 gives information about the analysis of the answers given by the students to the second question prepared in the 
form of "If one of the roots of the equation of x2-ax+21=0 is 3, what is a?" with the aim of measuring if they knew that 
the one expressed with the roots of the equation achieved the equation. 
Table 2. Frequency and percentage values related to the answers given by the students to the second question 
Answer                         Themes    f % 
Correct  Finding the required via the replacement method     71  39.0 
Finding the required via factorization     44  24.2 
Finding via factorization and connections between roots         2     1.1 
                                                                                      Total   117  64.3 
Incomplete Factorizing but not being able to find the result       7    3.9 
Using the replacement method, not completing the procedure       3    1.7 
                                                                                     Total    10    5.6 
Incorrect Correct factorization, but incorrect formula of sum of roots    22  12.1 
Incorrect factorization    14    7.7 
Finding and using the roots via discriminant incorrectly      4    2.2 
                                                                                     Total    40  22.0 
Empty                                                                                                      15 8.1
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In the examinations made, it was observed that about 65% of the students answered the question correctly. This 
indicates that most of the students knew where to use which equation, formula. The students reached a result via one of 
the following three ways. The most frequently used correct way was the replacement method (39.0%) and the second 
was finding the required via factorization (24.2%). Moreover, in the incomplete answers, the students tried the methods 
leading to a correct result, but even though the method was correct most of the time, they could not reach a correct 
result. It is considered that the reason why they could not reach a correct result was their having weak operational skills 
or trying to find the solutions without thinking and making sense of the operations. For the students chose a correct way 
for the solution, but at a certain point they felt stuck. A similar case is observed in the incorrect answers. 22% of the 
students answered the question incorrectly. The first two themes related to the incorrect answers cover mistakes 
resulting from incomplete knowledge, wrongly remembered formulas. Four students tried to find a solution via the root 
finding formula and with the help of the discriminant. Since they could not write the formula correctly, they could not 
reach the correct answer.  
In the third question stated as "Factorize the following algebraic statements. 
a. x2-1          b. 4x2-9           c. x2+6x+9          d. 25x
2-10x+1", the students were expected to factorize the algebraic 
statements given in the form of ax2+bx+c via using also two squares difference or full square identical. The information 
about the analysis to this question is given in Table 3. 
In the examinations made, it was observed that most of the students (60.5%) could factorize all the algebraic statements 
with the help of identical. However, most of the students answering this question incorrectly looked for a solution set by 
thinking that the given algebraic statements were equal to zero. This indicates that the students did have insufficient 
knowledge about the difference between the algebraic statement and the concept of equation. It also indicates that they 
felt the need for equalizing the algebraic statements to a number. Moreover, 28,6% of the students could factorize some 
of the algebraic statements in the question, others could not. While some of these students could not factorize the full 
square statements, another part of them had difficulty recognizing algebraic statements which are two squares difference. 
Moreover, it was understood that they could not remember identical completely. 
Table 3. Frequency and percentage values related to the answers given by the students to the third question 
Answer                     Themes f % 
Correct Factorization (via using two squares difference and full square identical) 110 60.5 
                                                        Total 110 60.5 
Incomplet
e 
Answering some options of the question and not answering others  52 28.6 
                                                        Total  52 28.6 
Incorrect Finding a root not having been factorized (performing an equation solution)  16   8.8 
Incorrect factorization     2   1.1 
                                                        Total  18   9.9 
Empty                                                                                        94 51.7 
The students solved the fourth question related to the quadratic equations with one unknown included in the 
mathematics course program by rounding up to full square and factorizing. The formula yielding the roots of the 
quadratic equations with one unknown is formed. It was prepared in accordance with the acquisition specified by the 
Ministry of National Education (2014: 25). In this context, it was aimed to reveal the students' learning difficulties 
related to the acquisition of "In order for the statement of x2-16+a to be a full square, what number can be put in the 
place of it?" Below is given the information about the analysis of the answers given by the students to this question. 
Table 4. Frequency and percentage values related to the answers given by the students to the fourth question 
Answer                          Themes f % 
Correct Writing the full square statement 21  11.5 
Using factorization 69  37.9 
                                                                                        Total 90  49.4 
Incomplete Writing the correct result without performing any procedures  8    4.4 
Sum of roots is incomplete  4    2.2 
Correct factorization but unable to reach a result  2    1.1 
                                                                                       Total 14    7.7 
Incorrect Unable to write the full square statement  15    8.3 
Incorrect factorization 15    8.3 
                                                                                       Total 30  16.5 
Empty                                                                                 48 26.4
According to this, it was understood that about half of the students (49.4%) factorized the given statement correctly. 
When the incomplete and incorrect answers were examined, it was understood that some of the students made incorrect 
factorization and, for this reason, they had insufficient operational skills. Moreover, that some of the students could 
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made factorization but not reach a result in their answers points to the fact that these students remembered the identical 
related to the full square statement incompletely or incorrectly. For this reason, for the students to be able to solve the 
advancing problems of the subject, first of all, they should grasp the full square identical. For the students' not knowing 
to write full square statements underlies the incorrect answers. 
The fifth question prepared in accordance with the acquisition of “solves the quadratic equations with one unknown” 
included in the updated curriculum and aiming to measure the permanence of the students' cognitive knowledge was 
this: "Find the solution set of the equation of x2+7x= -10." In this question, as in the other questions, according to the 
answers given by the students, themes were prepared and these themes were grouped as correct, incomplete and 
incorrect. Below is given information about the analysis of the answers given by the students. 
Table 5. Frequency and percentage values related to the answers given by the students to the fifth question 
Answer                          Themes f % 
Correct Writing the solution set correctly via factorizing  99 54.5 
                                                                                                                                          Total  99 54.5 
Incomplete Able to factorize but unable to write the solution set  58 31.9 
Finding the roots via trying but unable to write the solution set   2   1.1 
Performing the operation via calculating the discriminant, but unable to write the solution set   1   0.5 
Able to write the solution set, but not writing the operations   1   0.5 
                                                                                                                                           Total  62 34.0 
Incorrect Unable to factorize  11   6.1 
Correct factorizing, but writing the solution set incorrectly   1   0.5 
Writing incorrect solution set without doing any operations   1   0.5 
Calculating the discriminant incorrectly   1   0.5 
                                                                                                                                           Total                                                   14 7.6
Empty   7   3.9 
In the examinations made, it was observed that 54.5% of the students found the solution set via factorizing. Besides this, 
an important part of the students (34.0%) gave incomplete answers to this question. When the incomplete answers were 
examined, it was determined that nearly all of these students factorized the quadratic equation but did not write the 
solution set for this equation required in this question. About 3.9% of the students left the question unanswered. This 
makes us consider that these students had difficulty remembering and using the necessary information about the 
question. When the pieces of data were examined, it was observed that very few of the students answered the question 
incorrectly due to such reasons as “factorizing correctly but stating the solution set incorrectly or factorizing incorrectly 
or stating an incorrect solution set without doing any operations”. It was understood that a great majority of the students 
answering the question incorrectly could not reach the result because of factorizing the quadratic equation incorrectly. 
The sixth question included within the scope of the study was prepared in accordance with the practicing stage “the 
existence of the real roots of the quadratic equations with one unknown is examined according to the sign of the 
discriminant” of the acquisition “the student determines the relationships between the roots and the coefficients of the 
quadratic equations with one unknown" included in the curriculum. Within this scope, in this question stated as "If the 
2x2-4x+m-5=0 equation has two different real roots, what is the biggest full number which m can take?", it was aimed 
to have the students acquire the cognitive skills related to this acquisition and the information about the correct, 
incomplete or incorrect answers given by the students to this question was given in Table 6. 
Table 6. Frequency and percentage values related to the answers given by the students to the sixth question 
Answer                          Themes f % 
Correct Solution with the discriminant 51 28.0 
                                                                                                           Total 51 28.0 
Incomplete Able to state the discriminant correctly, but unable to finish the procedures  6   3.3 
Evaluate the discriminant incorrectly  1   0.5 
                                                                                                           Total  7   3.8 
Incorrect Incorrect factorization 24 13.2 
Stating the discriminant incorrectly 18   9.9 
Stating the discriminant correctly, but making procedural mistake 12   6.6 
Unable to calculate sum and product of roots  4   2.2 
Finding the discriminant correctly, but unable to reach the correct result  3   1.7 
                                                                                                          Total                                                   61 33.6
Empty  63 34.6 
In the examinations made, it was observed that a small part of the students (28.0%) answered the question correctly by 
using the formula of discriminant. However, 3,3% stated the discriminant correctly, that is to say, "remember", but 
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could not finish the procedure. When the themes gathered under the incorrect answers were examined, it was 
understood that an important part of the students (33.6%) answered the question incorrectly due to such reasons as 
"procedural mistake, not knowing the discriminant statement". Again, that an important part of the students (34.6%) left 
the question unanswered makes us consider that an important part of the students had difficulty remembering the 
subject of quadratic equations. This indicates that the students had not achieved a permanent learning about this subject. 
The seventh question was stated as "The roots of the x2-13x+30=0 equation are x1 and x2. Write the quadratic equation 
with one unknown whose roots are x1+1 and x2+1." This question was prepared in relation to the stage, where "practices 
related to the construction of the quadratic equation with its roots given are included”, of the acquisition stated as “the 
student determines the relationships between the roots and coefficients of the quadratic equation with one unknown” 
included in the curriculum. In this context, it is a question requiring both the construction of a new quadratic equation 
and the use of the way of finding the roots of a given quadratic equation. The information about the preparation of the 
themes in accordance with the answers given by the students and grouping of these themes as correct, incomplete or 
incorrect answers was given in Table 7. 
Table 7. Frequency and percentage values related to the answers given by the students to the seventh question 
Answer Themes f % 
Correct Writing the equation and stating the correlations between the roots correctly 31 17.0 
Using factorization 28 15.4 
Calculating the discriminant  2  1.1 
                                                                                                                 Total 61 33.5 
Incomplete Finding the roots correctly, but unable to write the equation 22 12.1 
Able to factorize, but unable to find the roots  6  3.3 
                                                                                                                 Total 28 15.4 
Incorrect Finding the roots via using the discriminant, not writing a new equation 16  8.8 
Finding the roots incorrectly (incorrect factorization) 15  8.3 
Calculating the sum of roots incorrectly  7  3.8 
Finding the product of roots incorrectly  5  2.7 
Unable to write the sum / product of roots  3  1.7 
                                                                                                                 Total                                                   46 25.3
Empty  47 25.8 
The fifth question included in this study required the students to find only the solution set, that is to say, the roots, of the 
equation and it was reported that more than half of the students (54.5%) answered this question correctly. However, the 
seventh question, first of all, required the students to have the knowledge of finding the roots via starting from the 
themes which we had prepared from the answers given by the students and then to write the new equation. In the 
examinations made, it was observed that, in this question, only 33.5% of the students could write the new equation. 
Moreover, it was also observed that an important part of the students answering the question incompletely found the 
roots of the equation correctly, but could not construct the new equation. The joint analysis of the incomplete and 
correct answers makes us consider that one of the difficulties which the students had in relation to this acquisition was 
“not knowing how to use the existing knowledge in the transition to the new equation”. Moreover, an important part of 
the students (16.5%) gave incorrect answers to this question due to such reasons as incorrect product or sum of the roots, 
incorrect factorization. Again,it is also eye-catching that a rather important part of the students (25.8%) did not answer it. 
The eighth question was stated as "Draw the graphs of the functions of y= x2, y= x2-1, y= x2+2, y= (x-2)2". In this 
question, it was aimed to have the students recognize how a quadratic function moves on y-axis as the k real value of 
the graph belonging to a quadratic function in the form of y= a.x2+k changes and how it moves on x-axis as the k real 
value of the graph belonging to a quadratic function in the form of y= a.(x-k)2 and draw a general conclusion. The 
information about the analysis of the answers given by the students to this question was given in Table 8. 
Table 8. Frequency and percentage values in relation to the answers given by the students to the eighth question 
Answer Themes    f % 
Correct Drawing the parabola by sliding it on the axes    3  1.6 
                                                                                                                Total    3  1.6 
Incomplete Drawing by assigning values 17  9.3 
Unable to draw the full square statement   4  2.2 
Finding the points where the parabola cuts the axes, not drawing the graphs   2  1.1 
                                                                                                                Total 23  12.6 
Incorrect Not knowing the parabola graph 14  7.8 
Confusing the correct parabola graphs 13  7.2 
Confusing the x and y axes   4  2.2 
Making a mistake when sliding the graph on the axes   1  0.5 
Finding the points where the graph cuts the axes incorrectly   1  0.5 
                                                                                                               Total                                                   33 18.2
Empty          123 67.6 
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In the examinations made, it was observed that a great majority of the students (67.6%) left the question unanswered, 
which makes us consider that the students could not achieve a permanent learning about how to draw the graph of 
quadratic functions. Similarly, in this question, that the students could not even find the roots belonging to the function 
makes us consider that these students approached the graph drawing with prejudice. It was observed that a great 
majority of the students giving incomplete answers to the question drew the graph by assigning values, which makes us 
consider that the students had cognitive information about how to show the function and the value belonging to the 
function on the axes in graph drawing. Moreover, when the incorrect answers were analyzed, it was observed that a part 
of the students (7.2%) drew a line graph instead of a graph required in the question, which makes us consider that the 
students could not interpret that the quadratic equation graph would not construct a linear but a parabolic structure. 
Again, it was also observed that a part of the students (7.8%) did not know the parabola graph. Similarly, that a few 
students confused these axes makes us consider that these students still did not know that the roots belonging to a 
function had be included on the axis of abscissas. This might indicate that some of the students had problems in the 
analytic geometry. 
The ninth question included within the scope of the study was stated as "A parabola cuts x axis on the points of -1 and 2 
and y axis on the point of -4. Write the function belonging to this parabola."This question was prepared with the aim of 
revealing reasons for difficulties lived when writing the equation of the parabola with given points cutting axes. The 
information about the analysis of the answers given by the students to this question was given below. 
Table 9. Frequency and percentage values in relation to the answers given by the students to the ninth question 
Answer               Themes  f  % 
Correct Using the equation of the parabola with known points cutting the axes   5    2.8 
Writing the equation by using sum and product of roots   1    0.6 
                                                                                                       Total   6    3.3 
Incomplete Trying to solve the question with the equation of ax2 +bx+ c = y    4    2.2 
                                                                                                      Total   4    2.2 
Incorrect Not knowing the peak point  36  19.8 
Drawing the graph incorrectly  18    9.8 
Unable to calculate the coefficient  15    8.3 
Trying to solve by assigning values   3    1.6 
                                                                                                      Total                                                    72 39.5 
Empty  100  55.0 
In the examinations made, it was observed that only 6 students answered this question. While 4 students gave 
incomplete answers, 72 students failed to write the function of the parabola. The common point of 4 incomplete answers 
was that they found (a, b, c) coefficients by putting the root values given in the quadratic equation stated as ax2 +bx+c=y 
in place. This indicates that the students knew that the points where the parabola cut x axis were the roots of the 
equation of the function. However, these students had difficulty finishing the procedures and could not write the 
function. It was observed that 18 students giving incorrect answers drew the graph of the function according to the 
givens, but there were mistakes in the drawings. This might have resulted from the students' seeing what was stated with 
the function as the graph although they were asked to “write the function”. Another reason why they drew the graph 
might be related to their need to visualize the givens in the question before writing the function. By looking at the other 
incorrect answer themes, it can be stated that the students had some insufficient learning about some basic concepts 
such as peak point, main coefficient belonging to the quadratic function and graphs. In the examinations made, it was 
also observed that more than half of the students (55.0%) left the question unanswered. This makes us consider that 
generally the students had difficulty reading and drawing graphs. 
The tenth question included within the scope of the study was stated as "Write the function with its graph given below". 
And with this last question included in the test, the students were asked to construct the quadratic function with the peak 
point and a point on the graph given. The information about the analysis of the answers given by the students to this 
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Table 10. Frequency and percentage values in relation to the answers given by the students to the tenth question 
Answer Themes f  % 
Correct Solving by using the parabola equation with known peak point  1  0.6 
                                               Total  1  0.6 
Incomplete Making only a<0 interpretation based on the graph  4  2.2 
Not adding y coordinate of the peak point  3  1.7 
Solving by showing general quadratic equation  3  1.7 
Disregarding the main coefficient  2  1.0 
                                               Total 12  6.6 
Incorrect Knowing the function equation with given peak point incorrectly  6  3.3 
Confusing with writing function equation with given roots  4  2.2 
Forming a first degree equation   4  2.2 
                                               Total                                                   14  7.7 
Empty  155 85.1 
In the examinations made, it was observed that a great majority of the students (85.1%) left the question unanswered. It 
is considered that the reason for this high percentage of the empty answer was again the students' insufficiencies about 
the subject of reading graphs. Moreover, it can be stated that the incomplete answers were the sign of some students' not 
knowing the parabola equation with known peak point completely or remembering it incompletely. Some students 
looked for a solution with the method of replacement in the general quadratic equation statement (ax2+bx+c=y). Again, 
some students stated that the sign of a would be negative only in the statement of ax2+bx+c=y according to the graph, 
but could not finish the solution. Moreover, the incorrect answers point to the fact that the students either knew / 
remembered the parabola equation with known peak point incorrectly, confused writing the function equation with 
given roots or formed a first degree function. And this indicates that these students did not know what the first degree or 
quadratic equation graphs express. 
4. Discussion and Conclusion  
As a result of the examinations made within the scope of this study, it was understood that when they were asked to find 
the solution set for a given equation, some of the participant eleventh grade students (34%) made use of factorization, 
discriminant calculation or root statements as a solution method, but nearly all of them could not reach the correct 
answer. Moreover, it was observed that more than half of the students did not make any examination to find the solution 
set, either. This makes us consider that the students had insufficient information about factorization, discriminant 
calculation or root statements necessary in reaching the quadratic equation solutions. In this context, it was observed 
that when it was asked to factorize the algebraic statement known to have two real roots, some of these students tried to 
find the roots by thinking these algebraic statements as an equation. Moreover, it was understood that nearly half of the 
students could not make the factorization for the given different algebraic statements correctly, which supports the fact 
that the eleventh grade students had insufficient knowledge and misconceptions about factorization. 
About the factorization of the algebraic statement by using two squares difference and full square identical, it was 
observed that more than half of the students (60.5%) wrote the correct answer; an important part of them (28.6%) were 
successful at this kind of questions at either full square or two squares difference. It was understood that the students 
had difficulty using full square expansion related to the algebraic statements in different questions addressed to them. In 
this case, it can be stated that an important part of the students had insufficiencies in the questions requiring the use of 
perfect full square. Again, it was observed in the examinations that less than half of the students calculated the 
discriminant correctly in the given questions. This indicates that the majority of the students had insufficient knowledge 
about the discriminant. Moreover, it was observed in the questions requiring the use of discriminant that some students 
had difficulty reaching the result, which indicates that the students had difficulty writing an equation when making 
evaluations. Moreover, a great majority of these students were incapable of writing the equation related to the algebraic 
statement by using sum and product of roots. Moreover, it is eye-catching that an important part of the students had 
difficulty reaching the sum or product of roots.  
Nearly all of the participant students did not manage to draw different parabola graphs with given algebraic statements 
and about two thirds of them (67.6%) did not do parabola drawing. It is understood that al the three students drawing 
the correct parabola tried to draw another parabola equation by sliding a certain parabola on axes. Similarly, about 
writing the parabola equation with points known to cut the axes or the function of the parabola with its graph given, it 
was observed that nearly all of the students did not become successful. Moreover, it is eye-catching that an important 
part of the students (19.8%) did not know to find the peak point of the parabola. This indicates that the participant 
eleventh grade students were not knowledgeable of drawing parabola graphs of quadratic equations. 
In conclusion, in this study, it was understood that about half of the participant eleventh grade students had insufficient 
foreknowledge and misconceptions about the use of root statements, factorization, which were necessary for learning 
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quadratic equations and functions, and in this scope, about how to calculate the discriminant. Moreover, the students 
had incapabilities and misconceptions within the scope of the learning of quadratic equations and functions about 
writing full squares, sum and product of roots and also equations by benefiting from these. Furthermore, about drawing 
the graphs of quadratic equations and functions, nearly none of the students became successful. The students had 
difficulty especially drawing the function with its graph given and generally tried to calculate the formula. For this 
reason, first of all, it is important that the students should know how to draw the graph of first degree equations. This 
indicates that the students could not learn to draw these graphs. It is considered that this results from giving 
examination-oriented education at schools and, for this reason, students' trying to use a memorized formula instead of 
trying different ways when writing a function. Moreover, traditional teaching approaches still commonly used at 
schools aim to have students develop quantitative knowledge. These teaching approaches requiring showing interest in 
graphs in terms of points (value reading activities over given graphs, etc.) attach importance to and put emphasis on 
activities foreseeing drawing graphs of algebraically given equations and correlations with point approaches. Although 
questions requiring qualitative approaches have been included in the secondary education teaching program (Ministry 
of National Education, 2014) and in the course books in recent years, this aspect is disregarded in the practice process 
and questions are solved with mechanical knowledge and approaches. For example, the knowledge of 'the graph of 
f(x)=ax2+b is obtained through setting back the graph of "f(x)=ax2 along y axis’ is transferred as a rule. However, the 
points of how b value which can be added to f(x) will change this function and why the graph of f(x)=ax2 needs to be 
set back along y axis by b unit are not made clear and students are forced to think over information necessary for the 
development of qualitative perception (Bayazıt, 2011). And this might cause students not to be successful in drawing 
graphs. The results obtained in this study in relation to the students' being incapable of drawing the function graph and 
writing the equation of the function with its graph given are similar to those obtained in the study carried out by Tekin, 
Konyalıoğlu and Işık (2009) with the tenth grade students and those obtained in the study made by Yavuz and 
Kepceoğlu (2010), Baki, Şahin and Türkdoğan (2010) and Bayazıt (2011) with teacher candidates. Moreover, it was 
understood from the graphs drawn by the students that some of the students did not have the knowledge of peak point. 
This finding supports the study carried out by Baki, Şahin and Türkdoğan (2010) where the students confused the point 
where the peak point and the graph cut y axis and they had insufficient learning about this subject. 
5. Implications 
Use of multiple representations in the teaching process or teaching this subject with different mathematical softwares 
might help eleventh grade students to learn the subject of quadratic equation and function (Kutluca & Zengin, 2011). 
For, in a teaching including multiple representations, the students think of which representation to use rather than 
memorizing and this facilitates their conceptual understanding (Akkoç, 2005). For this reason, as a result of applying 
multiple representations, not only is the mathematical concept under discussion better taught, but also students learn to 
transfer representations and features into practice more actively (Yavuz & Kepceoğlu, 2010). Moreover, use of 
mathematical softwares provides visuality in the teaching of function graphs and, for this reason, facilitates teaching of 
this subject. Furthermore, in this way, students' both computer literacy and mathematical statement awareness might 
increase (Kutluca & Zengin, 2011). Further studies might focus on the use of different teaching methods in the teaching 
of the subject of quadratic equations and functions and the design of teaching giving place to the use of technological 
tools. 
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